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A groundbreaking account of Napoleon Bonaparte, Pope Pius VII, and the kidnapping that would forever divide church and state In
the wake of the French Revolution, Napoleon Bonaparte, First Consul of France, and Pope Pius VII shared a common goal: to
reconcile the church with the state. But while they were able to work together initially, formalizing an agreement in 1801, relations
between them rapidly deteriorated. In 1809, Napoleon ordered the Pope’s arrest. Ambrogio Caiani provides a pioneering account
of the tempestuous relationship between the emperor and his most unyielding opponent. Drawing on original findings in the
Vatican and other European archives, Caiani uncovers the nature of Catholic resistance against Napoleon’s empire; charts
Napoleon’s approach to Papal power; and reveals how the Emperor attempted to subjugate the church to his vision of modernity.
Gripping and vivid, this book shows the struggle for supremacy between two great individuals—and sheds new light on the conflict
that would shape relations between the Catholic church and the modern state for centuries to come.
Historical research on modern dictatorship has often neglected the relevance of the nineteenth century, instead focusing on
twentieth-century dictatorial rules. Dictatorship in the Nineteenth Century brings together scholars of political thought, the history of
ideas and gender studies in order to address this oversight. Political dictatorship is often assumed to be a twentieth-century
phenomenon, but the notion gained currency during the French Revolution. The Napoleonic experience underscored this trend,
which was later maintained during the wars of independence in Latin America. Starting from the assumption that dictatorship has
its own history within the nineteenth century, separate from the ancient Roman paradigm and twentieth-century totalitarianism, this
volume aims at establishing a dialogue between the concepts of dictatorship and the experiences and transfer of knowledge
between Latin America and Europe during this period. This book is essential reading for scholars and students of modern history,
as well as those interested in political history and the history of dictatorship.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly
images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new
Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
“Both the knowledge of a scholar and the imagination of a poet are brought to bear upon Jesus as child, boy, and man. . . . A bold
speculative adventure.” (Harold Brighouse, Manchester Guardian) In Graves’s unique retelling, Jesus is very much a mortal and
the grandson of King Herod the Great. When his father runs afoul of the King’s temper and is executed, Jesus is raised in the
house of Joseph the Carpenter. The kingdom he is heir to, in this version of the story, is very much a terrestrial one: the Kingdom
of Judea. Graves tells of Jesus’s rise as a philosopher, scriptural scholar, and charismatic speaker in sharp detail, as well as his
arrest and downfall as a victim of pitiless Roman politics. Bringing together his unparalleled narrative skill and in-depth expertise in
historical scholarship, renowned classicist and historical novelist Robert Graves brings the story of Jesus Christ to life in a
strikingly unorthodox way, making this one of the most hotly contested novels Graves ever wrote—and possibly one of the most
controversial ever written. It provides a fascinating new twist to a well-known story, one that fans of this historical period are sure
to love. “This is not reading for the easily shocked; it definitely presents Jesus as a sage and a poet, if not divine. It moves, as
does all Mr. Graves’ writing, at a brilliant fast pace, and with a tremendous style.” —Kirkus Reviews
In Battling to the End René Girard engages Carl von Clausewitz (1780–1831), the Prussian military theoretician who wrote On
War. Clausewitz, who has been critiqued by military strategists, political scientists, and philosophers, famously postulated that
"War is the continuation of politics by other means." He also seemed to believe that governments could constrain war. Clausewitz,
a firsthand witness to the Napoleonic Wars, understood the nature of modern warfare. Far from controlling violence, politics follows
in war's wake: the means of war have become its ends. René Girard shows us a Clausewitz who is a fascinated witness of
history's acceleration. Haunted by the French-German conflict, Clausewitz clarifies more than anyone else the development that
would ravage Europe. Battling to the End pushes aside the taboo that prevents us from seeing that the apocalypse has begun.
Human violence is escaping our control; today it threatens the entire planet.
Loosely based on Napoleon Hill's seminal title, Think and Grow Rich, Settle for Best lists the common mindsets and actions of
renowned philanthropist millionaires from the early 20th century and encourages readers to develop and rely on the skills and
mindsets that successful people still use to win big, no matter what shape the economy is in. Written for start-up entrepreneurs
and anyone else anyone in search of the "keys to the kingdom" in whatever realm you travel, SETTLE FOR BEST will encourage,
inspire and light a fire under you if you truly want to build the life and legacy your heart most desires.
Marking the 200th anniversary of his death, Napoleon is an unprecedented portrait of the emperor told through his engagement
with the natural world. “How should one envisage this subject? With a great pomp of words, or with simplicity?” —Charlotte Brontë,
“The Death of Napoleon” The most celebrated general in history, Napoleon Bonaparte (1769–1821) has for centuries attracted
eminent male writers. Since Thomas Carlyle first christened him “our last Great Man,” regiments of biographers have marched
across the same territory, weighing campaigns and conflicts, military tactics and power politics. Yet in all this time, no definitive
portrait of Napoleon has endured, and a mere handful of women have written his biography—a fact that surely would have pleased
him. With Napoleon, Ruth Scurr, one of our most eloquent and original historians, emphatically rejects the shibboleth of the “Great
Man” theory of history, instead following the dramatic trajectory of Napoleon’s life through gardens, parks, and forests. As Scurr
reveals, gardening was the first and last love of Napoleon, offering him a retreat from the manifold frustrations of war and politics.
Gardens were, at the same time, a mirror image to the battlefields on which he fought, discrete settings in which terrain and
weather were as important as they were in combat, but for creative rather than destructive purposes. Drawing on a wealth of
contemporary and historical scholarship, and taking us from his early days at the military school in Brienne-le-Château through his
canny seizure of power and eventual exile, Napoleon frames the general’s story through the green spaces he cultivated. Amid
Corsican olive groves, ornate menageries in Paris, and lone garden plots on the island of Saint Helena, Scurr introduces a diverse
cast of scientists, architects, family members, and gardeners, all of whom stood in the shadows of Napoleon’s meteoric rise and
fall. Building a cumulative panorama, she offers indelible portraits of Augustin Bon Joseph de Robespierre, the younger brother of
Maximilien Robespierre, who used his position to advance Napoleon’s career; Marianne Peusol, the fourteen-year-old girl
manipulated into a Christmas-Eve assassination attempt on Napoleon that resulted in her death; and Emmanuel, comte de Las
Cases, the atlas maker to whom Napoleon dictated his memoirs. As Scurr contends, Napoleon’s dealings with these people offer
unusual and unguarded opportunities to see how he grafted a new empire onto the remnants of the ancien régime and the French
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Revolution. Epic in scale and novelistic in its detail, Napoleon, with stunning illustrations, is a work of revelatory range and depth,
revealing the contours of the general’s personality and power as no conventional biography can.
'Vibrant and illuminating ... [Dywer] tells a fascinating tale' The Times This meticulously researched study opens with Napoleon no longer in
power, but instead a prisoner on the island of St Helena. This may have been a great fall from power, but Napoleon still held immense
attraction. Every day, huge crowds would gather on the far shore in the hope of catching a glimpse of him. Philip Dwyer closes his ambitious
trilogy exploring Napoleon's life, legacy and myth by moving from those first months of imprisonment, through the years of exile, up to death
and then beyond, examining how the foundations of legend that had been laid by Napoleon during his lifetime continued to be built upon by
his followers. This is a fitting and authoritative end to a definitive work.
"What did Napoleon Bonaparte mean to the British people? This engaging book reconstructs the role that the French leader played in the
British political, cultural and religious imagination in the early nineteenth century. Denounced by many as a tyrant or monster, Napoleon
nevertheless had sympathizers in Britain. Stuart Semmel explores the ways in which the British used Napoleon to think about their own
history, identity, and destiny." "Many attacked Napoleon, but worried that the British national character might not be adequate for the task of
defeating him. Others - radicals and reformers - used the Napoleonic example to criticize the British constitution. After his surrender to British
forces, the imperial captive was portrayed by some as an Everyman whose treatment at the hands of authorities served as a test of the
liberties of the British people themselves. Semmel mines a wide array of sources, from political pamphlets and astrological almanacs to
caricatures and sonnets. The book uncovers a host of neglected journalists and pamphleteers, casts canonical Romantic writers in a new
light and reveals surprising corners of late Hanoverian politics and culture."--BOOK JACKET.
I am deeply humbled and give all glory to God that you are now holding this book. I do not believe anything we do is by chance, nor is
anything we experience whether seemingly good or bad. Most everyone throughout life is searching for greater meaning or purpose in who
they are and what they do. A longing to know and understand why they are here and what ultimately is their destiny and birthright. This book
recollects the journey within I also voyaged to seek out what the truth was to these most fundamental and foundational questions. I give all
praise to God for by the Spirit He has guided me and convinced me to where I am now doubtless that Jesus Christ is our Lord, Savior and
Redeemer. He was literally God in the flesh who was the defining Example on who we truly are and how we should live. His life, death and
resurrection to eternity is the greatest Hope and Victory in all of history. I pray with all my being that you will seek out who this Jesus is for He
absolutely has won my heart, and I am confident will also win yours if you truly come to know who He is. This book is my personal journey to
know and live by the truth, full of stories, experiences, sorrows, challenges, heartbreaks, hope, love, passion, desire, visions, convictions and
finally the revelation, wisdom and redemption in the joy of knowing who Christ Jesus truly is to all of mankind. This work is completely from
the heart and I pray you will be encouraged by it and hopefully led to a more clear confidence in who you are and why you are here, and most
importantly where you are going and what your true birthright really is. I give all praise and glory to God for He is worthy through Jesus Christ,
our Lord and Savior. Amen
The importance of typology in the study of early modern literature has long been accepted, yet students of Victorian culture have paid little
attention to it. First published in 1980, this study demonstrates how biblical typology, an apparently arcane interpretative mode, had profound
effects on the secular culture of the Victorian age: its art, literature and thought. George Landow considers the way in which the average
English believer learned to read their Bible in terms of the types and shadows of Christ, the various ways in which Victorian poetry and hymns
employed certain imagery, and the use of typological symbolism in narrative poetry, prose fiction, dramatic monologue and non-fiction. In a
concluding chapter, he investigates the particularly complex, and often ironic, combinations of typological image and typological structure.
In the eighteenth century, as wars between Britain, France, and their allies raged across the world, hundreds of thousands of people were
captured, detained, or exchanged. They were shipped across oceans, marched across continents, or held in an indeterminate limbo. The
Society of Prisoners challenges us to rethink the paradoxes of the prisoner of war, defined at once as an enemy and as a fellow human being
whose life must be spared. Amidst the emergence of new codifications of international law, the practical distinctions between a prisoner of
war, a hostage, a criminal, and a slave were not always clear-cut. Renaud Morieux's vivid and lucid account uses war captivity as a point of
departure, investigating how the state transformed itself at war, and how whole societies experienced international conflicts. The detention of
foreigners on home soil created the conditions for multifaceted exchanges with the host populations, involving prison guards, priests, pedlars,
and philanthropists. Thus, while the imprisonment of enemies signals the extension of Anglo-French rivalry throughout the world, the mass
incarceration of foreign soldiers and sailors also illustrates the persistence of non-conflictual relations amidst war. Taking the reader beyond
Britain and France, as far as the West Indies and St Helena, this story resonates in our own time, questioning the dividing line between war
and peace, and forcing us to confront the untenable situations in which the status of the enemy is left to the whim of the captor.
Two hundred years ago, Napoleon was at the apogee of his power in Europe. This broad ranging reassessment explores the key themes
presented by his extraordinary career: from his rise to power and the foundation of the imperial state, to the final defeat of his grand vision
following the doomed invasion of Russia. It was a period of almost uninterrupted war in Europe, the consquences of victory or failure
repeatedly transforming the political map. But Napoleon’s impact reached much deeper than this, achieving the ultimate destruction of the
ancien regime and feudalism in Europe, and leaving a political and juridical legacy that persists today.
Exam board: AQA; Pearson Edexcel; OCR Level: AS/A-level Subject: History First teaching: September 2015 First exams: Summer 2016
(AS); Summer 2017 (A-level) Put your trust in the textbook series that has given thousands of A-level History students deeper knowledge and
better grades for over 30 years. Updated to meet the demands of today's A-level specifications, this new generation of Access to History titles
includes accurate exam guidance based on examiners' reports, free online activity worksheets and contextual information that underpins
students' understanding of the period. - Develop strong historical knowledge: in-depth analysis of each topic is both authoritative and
accessible - Build historical skills and understanding: downloadable activity worksheets can be used independently by students or edited by
teachers for classwork and homework - Learn, remember and connect important events and people: an introduction to the period, summary
diagrams, timelines and links to additional online resources support lessons, revision and coursework - Achieve exam success: practical
advice matched to the requirements of your A-level specification incorporates the lessons learnt from previous exams - Engage with sources,
interpretations and the latest historical research: students will evaluate a rich collection of visual and written materials, plus key debates that
examine the views of different historians

The Story of Civilization, Volume XI: A history of European civilization from 1789 to 1815. This is the eleventh and final volume of
the classic, Pulitzer Prize-winning series.
The Shroud of Turin is the most important and studied relic in the world. The many scientific studies on the relic until today have
failed to provide conclusive answers about the identity of the enveloped man and the dynamics regarding the image impressed
therein. This book not only addresses these issues in a scientific and objective manner but also leads the reader through new
search paths. In the second edition, besides including some of the most recent findings on the Shroud, the authors follow the
many tips and comments received from readers. The Shroud’s dating by means of alternative methods has not been free from
controversies, some of which have even implied the non-authenticity of the Shroud’s samples tested. So the authors duly expand
Chapter 7 to include the proof of the origin of the samples used in the recent scientific research and also address the provenance
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and the path of the original sample. Furthermore, a new section contains a personal interview with the authors that is the result of
the interesting and praiseworthy work of a Bavarian high school student. Although there are many books on the subject, none
contains such a formidable quantity of scientific news and reports. Unique in its genre, this book is a powerful tool for those who
want to study the Turin Shroud deeply.
This work examines seven key factors that will greatly enhance the practice of the Catholic Faith and how to put them into
meaningful practice in our lives: (1) Faith and Trust in God; (2) Devotion to Mary; (3) Suffering and its spiritual benefits; (4)
Simplicity of life; (5) A spiritually healthy sense of detachment; (6) Eternal salvation; (7) Charity and forgiveness.
Miguel Serrano, a Chilean diplomat and writer who has travelled widely in India studying Yoga, had a close friendship with Jung
and Hermann Hesse at the end of their lives. This book is the outcome of his meetings and correspondence with them. Many
letters are reproduced, including a document of great importance written to the author by Jung shortly before his death, explaining
his ideas about the nature of the world and of his work.
NapoleonPassion, Death and Resurrection 1815–1840Bloomsbury Publishing
A gripping narrative history of Napoleon Bonaparte's ten-month exile on the Mediterranean island of Elba In the spring of 1814,
Napoleon Bonaparte was defeated. Having overseen an empire spanning half the European continent and governed the lives of
some eighty million people, he suddenly found himself exiled to Elba, less than a hundred square miles of territory. This would
have been the end of him, if Europe's rulers had had their way. But soon enough Napoleon imposed his preternatural charisma
and historic ambition on both his captors and the very island itself, plotting his return to France and to power. After ten months of
exile, he escaped Elba with just of over a thousand supporters in tow, marched to Paris, and retook the Tuileries Palace--all
without firing a shot. Not long after, tens of thousands of people would die fighting for and against him at Waterloo. Braude
dramatizes this strange exile and improbable escape in granular detail and with novelistic relish, offering sharp new insights into a
largely overlooked moment. He details a terrific cast of secondary characters, including Napoleon's tragically-noble official British
minder on Elba, Neil Campbell, forever disgraced for having let "Boney" slip away; and his young second wife, Marie Louise who
was twenty-two to Napoleon's forty-four, at the time of his abdication. What emerges is a surprising new perspective on one of
history's most consequential figures, which both subverts and celebrates his legendary persona.
In the wake of the French Revolution, as attempts to restore political stability to France repeatedly failed, a group of concerned
intellectuals identified a likely culprit: the prevalent sensationalist psychology, and especially the flimsy and fragmented self it
produced. They proposed a vast, state-run pedagogical project to replace sensationalism with a new psychology that showcased
an indivisible and actively willing self, or moi. As conceived and executed by Victor Cousin, this long-lived project singled out the
male bourgeoisie for training in selfhood --Cousin and his disciples deemed workers and women incapable of the introspective
finesse necessary to appropriate that self in practice.

An interdisciplinary examination of nineteenth-century French art pertaining to religion, exile, and the nation’s demise as
a world power, this study concerns the consequences for visual culture of a series of national crises—from the assault on
Catholicism and the flight of émigrés during the Revolution of 1789, to the collapse of the Empire and the dashing of
hope raised by the Revolution of 1830. The central claim is that imaginative response to these politically charged
experiences of loss constitutes a major shaping force in French Romantic art, and that pursuit of this theme in light of
parallel developments in literature and political debate reveals a pattern of disenchantment transmuted into cultural
capital. Focusing on imagery that spoke to loss through visual and verbal idioms particular to France in the aftermath of
the Revolution and Empire, the book illuminates canonical works by major figures such as Eugène Delacroix, Théodore
Chassériau, and Camille Corot, as well as long-forgotten images freighted with significance for nineteenth-century
viewers. A study in national bereavement—an urgent theme in the present moment—the book provides a new lens through
which to view the coincidence of imagination and strife at the heart of French Romanticism. The book will be of interest to
scholars working in art history, French literature, French history, French politics, and religious studies.
One of France’s most famous historians compares two exemplars of political and military leadership to make the
unfashionable case that individuals, for better and worse, matter in history. Historians have taught us that the past is not
just a tale of heroes and wars. The anonymous millions matter and are active agents of change. But in democratizing
history, we have lost track of the outsized role that individual will and charisma can play in shaping the world, especially
in moments of extreme tumult. Patrice Gueniffey provides a compelling reminder in this powerful dual biography of two
transformative leaders, Napoleon Bonaparte and Charles de Gaulle. Both became national figures at times of crisis and
war. They were hailed as saviors and were eager to embrace the label. They were also animated by quests for personal
and national greatness, by the desire to raise France above itself and lead it on a mission to enlighten the world. Both
united an embattled nation, returned it to dignity, and left a permanent political legacy—in Napoleon’s case, a form of
administration and a body of civil law; in de Gaulle’s case, new political institutions. Gueniffey compares Napoleon’s and
de Gaulle’s journeys to power; their methods; their ideas and writings, notably about war; and their postmortem
reputations. He also contrasts their weaknesses: Napoleon’s limitless ambitions and appetite for war and de Gaulle’s
capacity for cruelty, manifested most clearly in Algeria. They were men of genuine talent and achievement, with flaws
almost as pronounced as their strengths. As many nations, not least France, struggle to find their soul in a rapidly
changing world, Gueniffey shows us what a difference an extraordinary leader can make.
The final volume of the critically acclaimed and groundbreaking trilogy chronicling the life of Napoleon Bonaparte, one of
history's most complex and charismatic leadersThis meticulously researched study opens with Napoleon no longer in
power, but instead a prisoner in a dressing-gown just off the English coast. This may have been a great fall from power,
but Napoleon, international celebrity of his age, still held immense attraction and glamour. Every day, huge crowds would
gather on the far shore in the hope of catching a glimpse of him. Exile on St Helena was decided upon by his captors as
the only solution for containing the troublesome potential of this once most powerful of leaders. Philip Dwyer closes his
ambitious trilogy exploring Napoleon's life, legacy and myth by moving from those first months of imprisonment, through
the years of exile, up to death and then beyond, examining how the foundations of legend that had been laid by
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Napoleon during his lifetime continued to be built upon by his followers. Napoleon III: The Passion, Death and
Resurrection of Napoleon Bonaparte, 1815-1840 is a considered and illuminating exploration of one of the most
charismatic and able leaders of history in the closing chapters of his life. It is a fitting and authoritative end to a definitive
work.
In this second volume of Philip Dwyer’s authoritative biography on one of history’s most enthralling leaders, Napoleon,
now 30, takes his position as head of the French state after the 1799 coup. Dwyer explores the young leader’s reign,
complete with mistakes, wrong turns, and pitfalls, and reveals the great lengths to which Napoleon goes in the effort to
fashion his image as legitimate and patriarchal ruler of the new nation. Concealing his defeats, exaggerating his victories,
never hesitating to blame others for his own failings, Napoleon is ruthless in his ambition for power. Following Napoleon
from Paris to his successful campaigns in Italy and Austria, to the disastrous invasion of Russia, and finally to the war
against the Sixth Coalition that would end his reign in Europe, the book looks not only at these events but at the
character of the man behind them. Dwyer reveals Napoleon’s darker sides—his brooding obsessions and propensity for
violence—as well as his passionate nature: his loves, his ability to inspire, and his capacity for realizing his visionary
ideas. In an insightful analysis of Napoleon as one of the first truly modern politicians, the author discusses how the
persuasive and forward-thinking leader skillfully fashioned the image of himself that persists in legends that surround him
to this day.
Fresh, innovative and broad in scope, this outstanding biography mints one of the great figures of modern history anew.
Travel Writing in an Age of Global Quarantine is an anthology of travel accounts, by a diverse range of writers and
academics. Challenging conventional academic ‘authority’, each contributor writes, from memory during the Covid-19
lockdown, about a place they have previously visited, ‘accompanied’ by an historical traveller who published an account
of the same place. As immobility is forced upon us, at least for the immediate future, we have the chance to reflect.
Travel Writing in an Age of Global Quarantine presents opportunities to approach a text as a scholar differently. We
break with the traditional academic ‘rules’ by inserting ourselves into the narrative and foregrounding the personal,
subjective elements of literary scholarship. Each contributor critiques an historical description of a place about which,
simultaneously, they write a personal account. The travel writer, Philip Marsden, posits a fundamental difference between
traditional ‘academic’ writing and travel writing in that travel narratives do not, or ought not anyway, begin by assuming
a scholarly authoritative understanding of the places they describe. Instead, they attempt to say what they found and how
they felt about it. The very good point we think Marsden makes, and the one this book tries to demonstrate, is that, as a
matter of form, the first-person narrative has the ability to expose the research process: to allow the reader to see when
and how a scholarly transformation takes place; to give the scholar the opportunity to openly foreground their own
subjectivity and say ‘this is the personal journey that led me to my conclusions’; to problematize the unchallenged
authority of the scholar. Travel Writing in an Age of Global Quarantine challenges the idea of scholarly authority by
embracing the subjective nature of research and the first-person element. We address a problematic distance between
travel writing practice and travel writing scholarship, in which the latter talks about the former without ever really talking to
it. Defining travel writing as a genre has often proved more difficult than it might seem, but Peter Hulme has suggested
that it is ethically necessary for the writer to have visited the place described. Hulme asserts that ‘travel writing is
certainly literature, but it is never fiction’. If this seems obvious, Travel Writing in an Age of Global Quarantine asks the
reader to consider the idea that if visiting the place described is necessary for the writer to claim they have produced a
travel account, might it also be necessary, or at least advantageous and valuable, for the writer of a scholarly critique of
that account to have done the same.
Laurent Dubois weaves the stories of slaves, free people of African descent, wealthy whites and French administrators
into an unforgettable tale of insurrection, war, heroism and victory.
"The Frédéric Chopin Annik LaFarge presents here is not the melancholy, sickly, romantic figure so often portrayed. The artist she discovered
is, instead, a purely independent spirit: an innovator who created a new musical language, an autodidact who became a spiritually generous,
trailblazing teacher, a stalwart patriot during a time of revolution and exile. In Chasing Chopin she follows in his footsteps during the three
years, 1837-1840, when he composed his iconic "Funeral March"-dum dum da dum-using its composition story to illuminate the key themes
of his life: a deep attachment to his Polish homeland; his complex relationship with writer George Sand; their harrowing but consequential
sojourn on Majorca; the rapidly developing technology of the piano, which enabled his unique tone and voice; social and political revolution in
1830s Paris; friendship with other artists, from the famous Eugène Delacroix to the lesser known, yet notorious in his time, Marquis de
Custine. Each of these threads-musical, political, social, personal-is woven through the "Funeral March" in Chopin's Opus 35 sonata, a
melody so famous it's known around the world even to people who know nothing about classical music. But it is not, as LaFarge discovered,
the piece of music we think we know. As part of her research into Chopin's world, then and now, LaFarge visited piano makers, monuments,
churches, and archives; she talked to scholars, jazz musicians, video game makers, software developers, music teachers, theater directors,
and of course dozens of pianists. The result is extraordinary: an engrossing, page-turning work of musical discovery and an artful portrayal of
a man whose work and life continue to inspire artists and cultural innovators in astonishing ways"-Like volume one of Michael Broers’s magnificent biography, The Spirit of the Age is based on the new version of Napoleon’s
correspondence, made available by the Fondation Napoléon in Paris. It is the story of Napoleon’s conquest of Europe—and that of his
magnificent Grande Armée—as they sweep through the length and breadth of Europe. This narrative opens with Napoleon’s as yet untested
army making its way through the Bavarian Alps in the early winter of 1805 to fall upon the unsuspecting Austrians and Russians at Austerlitz.
This was only the beginning of a series of spectacular victories over the Prussians and Russians over the next two years. The chronicle then
follows the army into Spain, in 1808, the most ill-considered step in Napoleon’s career as ruler, and then through the most daunting triumph
of all, the final defeat of Austria at Wagram, in 1809, the bloodiest battle in European history up to that time.
This study provides both an introduction to, and an overview of, Napoleon's impact on France and Europe. It explores his origins and
personality, assesses his contribution to the crucial changes in the conduct of warfare during this period, and examines the reasons for the
ultimate defeat of his armies and the collapse of the Empire. It concludes with a brief study of the Napoleonic legend and the historical
controversies which surround it.
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